Abstract. Both computer time and storage can be saved in the calculation of the eigensystem of Hermitian persymmetric matrices if advantage is taken of their special structure.
(1) B CJ JF JB' J with C = C', F = F'.
If, in addition, P is Hermitian (P' = P), then we will split it into real and imaginary parts:
(2) P = A HJ JH JA J,
where A, H, N are real symmetric and 5 is real and skew (S1 = -S). The form of (2) suggests applying P to vectors of special form. Let x, y be any real vectors conformable with A and write
Then, we find that
Consequently, v will be an eigenvector of P corresponding to an eigenvalue X if and only if (5) is an eigenvector corresponding to X (same X) of the matrix Q;
A + H -iS -N)) (6) Q = S + N A -H Since S is skew, Q is real and symmetric. Thus, it suffices to solve the eigenproblem for real symmetric Q instead of the complex Hermitian P with obvious savings in both storage and computer time.
The reason that (4) turns out so nicely is that, in (3) 
